Used Ford Explorer 4.0L Engines Added to Parts Database for Consumers at Auto Company Website

*Used Ford Explorer 4.0L engines are now included in the revised parts database for consumers in the U.S. at the Car Parts Locator website at [http://www.carpartslocator.com/used-ford-explorer-4-0-engine](http://www.carpartslocator.com/used-ford-explorer-4-0-engine).*

Seattle, WA (PRWEB) August 04, 2015 -- The first and second generations of production for the Ford Explorer in the North American market were marketed with a Cologne V6 motor block. The CarPartsLocator.com company is now featuring one of its newest additions to its parts database online. There are now used Ford Explorer 4.0L engines that are available in the revised company inventory at [http://www.carpartslocator.com/used-ford-explorer-4-0-engine](http://www.carpartslocator.com/used-ford-explorer-4-0-engine).

The editions that can now be purchased online this year include the OHV models used until the mid 1990s. These builds are the 160 horsepower units that were used in both the standard and Eddie Bauer edition SUVs. The used Cologne V6 engines that are now listed for public sale on the CPL website have the cost of freight already figured into the selling price.

"The Explorer 6-cylinder engines that we are now offering in our used condition inventory are now acquired from several national providers," one salesman at the Car Parts Locator website said.

Since mileage counts of a preowned motor can vary from dealer to dealer, the listed SUV motors inventory at the CPL website has been validated for current block mileage. Consumers who seek additional information about each unit can submit a request before obtaining a price using the web quotation system.

"All of the Ford V6 and V8 motors that are now presented on our website are updated with new information each day to keep our customers informed," said the salesman.

The CPL website ordering system will now display the price structures for the used Explorer SUV engines that are now available to buy. Consumers can still call offline at (989) 891-9212 to receive additional inventory details.

About CarPartsLocator.com

The CarPartsLocator.com company maintains one of the largest independent search portals to find used vehicle parts at sale prices. The company adds inventory that is distributed by its chosen partners to its company system daily. The CarPartsLocator.com company offers one of the only non-OEM parts searchable databases that exists on the Internet in the USA.
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